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A Message from LCC President
LCC International University is celebrating its 25th anniversary! We are
grateful to the many thousands of generous individuals who have
contributed to the success of LCC over these years – whether by
coming as faculty or staff, whether contributing to the physical
construction of the campus, or perhaps by donating funds to provide
students with financial aid and scholarships.
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NEWS BITES

Photography Exhibition
by LCC Student from Iraq

Georgian Ambassador
Visited LCC

This semester LCC welcomes ten
Yazidi students from Iraq. One of
these students, Zina, is taking
part in a photography exhibition
at the National Roman Museum
MAXXI.
Italian
government
initiated
the
project
in
collaboration with UNICEF. Zina
was invited to exhibit her work
produced when she lived in a
displacement
camp.
Her
photography captures the horrid
reality the Yazidis have to face as
a result of genocide.

Georgian
ambassador
to
Lithuania
Mrs.
Khatuna
Salukvadze and
her
senior
advisor Mr. Giorgi Tchelidze visited
LCC International University. LCC
has strong links with Georgia and
this
partnership
is
getting
stronger and more meaningful
with
each
year.
Summer
Language
Institute
was
established in Tbilisi in 2012, and
LCC Georgia program started last
year. Today, LCC has 30 students
from Georgia, 16 of them are
freshmen.
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US Ambassador’s
Meeting with LCC Faculty,
Students, and Staff

Mayor of Klaipeda
Welcomes LCC Students
from War-Affected Areas

The US ambassador in Lithuania
Anne Hall and Edwards Janis,
Political & Economic Officer at the
U.S.
Embassy
visited
LCC
International University. During
their meeting with LCC faculty
and staff they were pleased to
know about the developments
which took place since the last
visit of Anne Hall. They also had
an opportunity to meet current
LCC
students
and
discuss
various
topics
related
to
Lithuanian and US relationship.

On February 10, mayor of
Klaipeda Vytautas Grubliauskas
welcomed LCC students from
Syria and Iraq in his office. At the
moment 15 LCC students are
from
Iraq
and
Syria.
Mr.
Grubliauskas emphasized that
Klaipeda is a multicultural city that
welcomes
diversity.
LCC
International
University,
therefore, plays a particular
significant role in promoting
tolerance towards all cultures.
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FEATURED STORIES

Kristina Dulevich | Trying
to Change Stigma Against
Kids
“We aim to change attitudes as
well
as
behaviors
towards
parenting,
and
children,
in
general. We promote strategies
that focus
on constructive
instead of destructive attitudes. I
am extremely happy to be a part
of initiatives that aid social
change. I found myself in the
right place once I started doing
not-for-profit
work.
I
can’t
imagine doing anything else. We
teach parents that it’s not ok to
hit your kids. Or we work with
adolescents who are in contact
with the law.”

Anhelina Talkachova |The
Only Belarusian
“I met many students and told
them about the country I come
from. None of those students
had ever met a person from
Belarus, so they were extremely
excited! They were listening very
attentively and asked many
questions. I was really impressed
with how interested they were in
other cultures. And despite the
fact that Korean and Belarusian
cultures differ in some ways they
were very respectful towards
these differences. I was amazed
how tolerant they were.”
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If you do not want to receive this newsletter in the future, please mail to
marketing@lcc.lt to remove yourself from our mailing list.
LCC does not release names, email addresses or other information to
external parties.
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